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Enterprise Perspective Definition

What is an Enterprise Perspective?

 A holistic approach to adapt the environment or culture to 
operate within your organization more effectively. 
 The practice of considering the entire enterprise and how the 

changes affect people, processes, and technology. 

People: Is my organization 
optimized for success?

Processes: Do my processes 
align with objectives?

Technology: Am I leveraging 
technology appropriately?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enterprise perspective is an approach to adapt the culture, organizations, and processes so that leaders and professionals take a holistic approach to run or operate within the Army, your organization, or your office more effectively. An enterprise-wide perspective is having an appreciation and understanding of the big picture and acting in the best interests of the overall enterprise and Army, not just the organizational interest. Becoming an enterprise thinker connotes broadening at successive levels. DoDI 1430.16 further notes that the enterprise-wide perspective “involves a broad point of view of the DoD mission and an understanding of individual or organizational responsibilities in relation to the large DoD strategic priorities.”DoDI 1430.16 further denotes enterprise-wide perspective as having two major driving forces—Joint Perspective and National Security. 
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Enterprise Perspective Definition

An Enterprise Perspective is the practice of looking at change 
from the perspective of the whole verses the parts. Considering 
how seemingly independent actions are actually part of a 
collective whole.   

Enterprises may be 
designed like this

But operate like this

Enterprises are a collection of seemingly independent actions…
but are actually part of a collective whole   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Enterprise Perspective is the practice of looking at change from the perspective of the whole verses the parts. Considering how seemingly independent actions are actually part of a collective whole.   Enterprises are a collection of seemingly independent actions… but are actually part of a collective whole.Enterprise perspective is an approach to adapt the culture, organizations, and processes so that leaders and professionals take a holistic approach to run or operate within the Army, your organization, or your office more effectively. An enterprise-wide perspective is having an appreciation and understanding of the big picture and acting in the best interests of the overall enterprise and Army, not just the organizational interest. Becoming an enterprise thinker connotes broadening at successive levels. DoDI 1430.16 further notes that the enterprise-wide perspective “involves a broad point of view of the DoD mission and an understanding of individual or organizational responsibilities in relation to the large DoD strategic priorities.”DoDI 1430.16 further denotes enterprise-wide perspective as having two major driving forces—Joint Perspective and National Security. 
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Enterprise Multidimensionality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enterprise leaders increasingly operate in a complex environment. As in the cost world, making an improvement that has a measureable effect on the Enterprise means the understanding of how the elements within effect the whole.
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Army Organizational Life Cycle Model (AOLCM)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Army Organizational Life Cycle Model (AOLCM) is a good example that depicts the linkage of systems for acquiring, developing, employing and then retiring resources—a system composed of systems within a system.As you move up to the enterprise level, you now become responsible for designing the architecture of your organization—its strategy, structure, and processes. To be an effective organizational architect, enterprise leaders need to practice systems thinking by avoiding simple linear cause and effect reasoning. Bricklayer to Architect  In addition, enterprise leaders need to know the principles of managing and leading organizational change, including the mechanics of organizational design, business process improvement, and developing strategy.How do you take this step? Few leaders rising to the enterprise level get formal training in these disciplines, thus leaving most ill equipped to be the architects of their organizations. Leaders are advised to consider formal education programs or courses that teach organizational change for example to be better prepared for this shift. 
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Enterprise Decision Making 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How is the Army or your organization changing to support enterprise decision making?First (1) an Enterprise Focus- Especially a more enterprise process view of the Army…• Development of enterprise processes (cross multiple commands and functional areas).  OSD listHRM – Human Resource ManagementA&P – Acquisition and ProcurementL&SMC – Logistics and Supply Chain ManagementFFM – Financial Flow ManagementRPM – Real Property Management HCM – Health Care Management• Army End to End Processes included in Army Regulation 5-1 – Examples include (15 total)Procure to PayHire to RetireMarket to prospectCost Management(15 total)• Enterprise systemsEnterprise Resource Planning Systems, GFEBS, LMP, GCSS-A, IPPS-A and AESIP.• Enterprise performance measuresNeed a lot of work hereDifficult to develop and measureOften go back to functional or command measuresSecond (2) Data – Explosion in the availability and accessibility of enterprise dataLSS teams use data to define, measure, analyze, improve and control processes. Some examples of data use are to: define the magnitude of process problems; measure process capability to establish a baseline, analyze data to identify root cause(s); verify significance of improved process capability; and control improved processes.• Data has become a strategic asset in all aspects of government operations. • Now more than ever, there is enormous opportunity for agencies to leverage analytics to gain new insights and innovate in ways you couldn't before.• Opportunity to use actionable data to accelerate performance and empower their organizations.• Explosive growth in data include:Data from our Enterprise Resource Planning Systems, GFEBS, LMP, GCSS-A, IPPS-A and AESIP.Data from other operations management system.Unstructured data coming from many sources, including the internet and sensors.Generally the amount of data doubles every two years – said another way, create as much data in two years as we had previously created.Third (3) Analytical Tools – Improvement in analytical tools facilitates enterprise decision making.Analysis of data to get to root cause is the heart of the Army’s LSS methodology of choice! Move is from standardized reporting – to more flexible and responsive analysis• Move is from trend analysis to more advanced analytics which find correlations• Move is to more visualization of data for discover, insights, and understanding • Use simulations, scenarios, and mathematical optimization for predictive analysis to guide actions and decisions Fourth (4) Risk – Urgency of balancing risks created by budget pressures vs reality of the world demands enterprise perspectives• Public debt continues to grow $16 trillion by 2020• Annual increase of $500 billion for foreseeable future.• Continued potential impact of sequestration• Multiple potential challenges in the worldAnd Fifth (5) but not least is Performance Focus – More enterprise wide focus on performance and results• Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) Modernization Act of 2010 (GPRAMA)  (Public Law 111-352)Includes more frequent reporting and reviews intended to increase the use of performance information in program decision-making.Creates a more explicit fact-based decision-making framework to implement programs and be more results-oriented.   Specific elements include:Revised agency strategic planning requirements.Revised agency annual performance planning requirements.Revised agency performance reporting requirements.New requirements to designate cross-cutting federal priority goals and agency-level priority goals.New requirements for quarterly reviews and reporting of government wide and agency-level priority goals.Codification of existing governance framework that evolved over the past 15 years. Specifically, it legislatively creates (1) chief operating officers, (2) program improvement officers, (3) a government wide performance improvement council, and (4) a government wide performance website.• Army Performance Focus with Army Directive 2016-16, Changing Management Behavior: Every Dollar Counts.One of the two purposes of this memo is to improve Army outcomesMemo ask for a change from a focus on budget execution to one focused on achieving Army outcomesMemo directs that Army commanders and leaders at every level will establish and track annual performance measures at two-star/Tier 2 Senior Executive Services headquarters and above. These measures will support the organization's mission and be singularly focused on achieving the highest level of readiness with the greatest efficiency.Data NotesBusiness Insider, June 9, 2015The amount of digital data in the universe is growing at an exponential rate, doubling every two years, and changing how we live in the world. “The rate at which we're generating data is rapidly outpacing our ability to analyze it,” Professor Patrick Wolfe, Executive Director of the University College of London’s Big Data Institute, tells Business Insider. “The trick here is to turn these massive data streams from a liability into a strength.”  Just about 0.5% of all data is currently analyzed, and Wolfe says that percentage is shrinking as more data is collected.http://www.businessinsider.com/mind-blowing-growth-and-power-of-big-data-2015-6Data Growth, Business Opportunities, and the IT Imperatives  (http://www.emc.com/leadership/digital-universe/2014iview/executive-summary.htm)This is the digital universe. It is growing 40% a year into the next decade, expanding to include not only the increasing number of people and enterprises doing everything online, but also all the “things” – smart devices – connected to the Internet, unleashing a new wave of opportunities for businesses and people around the world.Like the physical universe, the digital universe is large – by 2020 containing nearly as many digital bits as there are stars in the universe. It is doubling in size every two years, and by 2020 the digital universe – the data we create and copy annually – will reach 44 zettabytes, or 44 trillion gigabytes.
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Enterprise Architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the enterprise level, you now become responsible for designing the architecture of your organization—its strategy, structure, and processes. To be an effective organizational architect, enterprise leaders need to practice systems thinking by avoiding simple linear cause and effect reasoning.  The Army Organizational Life Cycle Model (AOLCM) is a good example that depicts the linkage of systems for acquiring, developing, employing and then retiring resources—a system composed of systems within a system.In addition, enterprise leaders need to know the principles of managing and leading organizational change, including the mechanics of organizational design, business process improvement, and developing strategy.How do you take this step? Few leaders rising to the enterprise level get formal training in these disciplines, thus leaving most ill equipped to be the architects of their organizations. Leaders are advised to consider formal education programs or courses that teach organizational change for example to be better prepared for this shift.
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Enterprise Decisions Support

Dash BoardsReports Analysis
DECISIONS

UNSTRUCTURED DATADATA SOURCES, FILE SYSTEMS, dB’s

Maturity Models

KNOWLEDGE

INFORMATION

DATA
ERP SYSTEMS

Decision Makers Span of Control & Influence (SC&I)
What questions are 
decision makers asking 
regarding resources & 
performance?

What knowledge is 
required to make resources 
& performance decisions?

Which systems provide 
financial & performance 
data?

How do organizations 
correlate resources to 
performance?

Which processes 
generate the financial & 
performance data?

Correlate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data capture architecture is also the basis of an enterprise strategy to understand the relationship of data to information to knowledge and decisions regardless of wherethe decision maker is as long as the decisions are within the decision makers Span of Control & Influence.The SC&I scopes the decision making framework that aligns the data sources to the eventual reports and dashboards needed for knowledge to make accurate decisions.Cost management and Performance Management are correlated to enable the decision maker to iterate the process to achieve better knowledge and understand the impacts of cost performance to non-financial measures of performance,such as quality, cycle time, or other measures of effectiveness and efficiency.At each level of the SIPOC, questions must be answered in order to understand how the decision maker should correlate cost and performance into an integrated resource informed decision making environment.
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Data Capture Strategy

Maturity Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data capture architecture is also the basis of an enterprise strategy to understand the relationship of data to information to knowledge and decisions regardless of wherethe decision maker is as long as the decisions are within the decision makers Span of Control & Influence.The SC&I scopes the decision making framework that aligns the data sources to the eventual reports and dashboards needed for knowledge to make accurate decisions.Cost management and Performance Management are correlated to enable the decision maker to iterate the process to achieve better knowledge and understand the impacts of cost performance to non-financial measures of performance,such as quality, cycle time, or other measures of effectiveness and efficiency.At each level of the SIPOC, questions must be answered in order to understand how the decision maker should correlate cost and performance into an integrated resource informed decision making environment.
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Data Architecture
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Are Enterprise Leaders and Thinkers Born or Made?

According to a study by Michael D. Watkins in a Harvard Business 
Review article, “How Managers Become Leaders,” where he 
looked at functional leaders who moved into leading an 
enterprise, there are 7 “seismic shifts” necessary to become 
enterprise thinkers:

 Specialist to Generalist

 Analyst to Integrator

 Tactician to Strategist

 Bricklayer to Architect

 Warrior to Diplomat

 Problem Solver to Agenda Setter

 Cast Member to Lead Role

Both

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are Enterprise Thinkers and Leaders Born or Made?The answer is both. There is no doubt that enterprise perspective can be improved with education, training and experiences “acquired through opportunities in the institutional, operational, and self-development domains.”But the ability to shift through different levels of analysis, recognize patterns, and construct mental models requires some natural propensity. This is not to suggest that if an individual does not have an inclination or natural tendency that he or she won’t be able to develop into an effective enterprise leader. Michael D. Watkins reports on a study in a Harvard Business Review article, “How Managers Become Leaders,” where he looked at functional leaders who moved into leading an enterprise. What he found “to make this transition successfully, executives must navigate a tricky set of changes in their leadership focus and scope.”8 Borrowing from Watkin’s study, each of the seven “seismic shifts” necessary to become enterprise thinkers are discussed next. 
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Specialist to Generalist

Enterprise leaders:

 Take on a broader roles

 Get out of their comfort zone! 

 Develop an Enterprise Perspective to become a Generalist

 Go from leading a single function to leading a full set of 
functions 

 Know enough about all aspects of the functions to run an 
organization with a broader perspective

How do you take this step? 

Step out of your functional area

Build more breadth and depth in your experience base

Grow from a functional specialist to more of a generalist 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specialist to Generalist: The challenge here becomes shifting from leading a single function to leading a full set of functions. Rather than staying in one’s functional comfort zone, enterprise leaders must take on a broader role. Enterprise perspective turns specialists into generalists who know enough about all aspects of the functions to run business with a broader perspective.How do you take this step? For starters, step out of your functional area to help you grow from a functional specialist to more of a generalist. This would help with building more breadth and depth in your experience base. Consider volunteering for taskings, requirements, or areas that are outside of your current comfort zone. Seek out broadening assignments and perspectives. Go from leading a single function to leading a full set of functions. �Get out of your comfort zone! Enterprise leaders must take on a broader role. Enterprise perspective turns specialists into generalists who know enough about all aspects of the functions to run business with a broader perspective. How do you take this step? �For starters, step out of your functional area to help you grow from a functional specialist to more of a generalist. This would help with building more breadth and depth in your experience base. How do you gain a general knowledge of an enterprise? Work various areas; be part of teams to solve problems in various areas; study an enterprise; build a team of generalists or specialists that work collaboratively.
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Analyst to Integrator

An enterprise leader’s job is to manage and integrate the 
collective knowledge to solve important problems. This may also 
include the shift from personally being an analyst to one of an 
integrator—moving from “doer” to “synchronizer.” 

How do you take this step? 
Having a general knowledge of various functions is a good start. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Analyst to Integrator: Where functional leaders manage people who focus in analytical depth on specific problems, an enterprise leader’s job is to manage and integrate the collective knowledge to solve important problems. This may also include the shift from personally being an analyst to one of an integrator—moving from “doer” to “synchronizer.”How do you take this step? Having a general knowledge of various functions is a good start. The skill set needed involves understanding how to make trade-offs and explain  the rationale for those decisions. The ability to collate knowledge and ideas is part of this process. A developmental assignment working with a senior leader would be helpful as well. 
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Tactician To Strategist

Let go of the comfortable role of a tactician in the trenches every 
day getting results. Tactically strong leaders develop a strategic 
mindset by cultivating four skills:

 Level shifting

 Strategic focus

 Pattern recognition

 Mental stimulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tactician to Strategist: The challenge here is letting go of the comfortable role of a tactician in the trenches every day getting results. Tactically strong leaders develop a strategic mindset by cultivating four skills:Level shifting--the ability to move fluidly amongst levels of analysis to know when to focus on details and when to focus on the big picture and how they relateStrategic focus—the ability to understand how your current position or department’s mission is nested with higher headquarters and strategic-level goals.Pattern recognition--the ability to discern important relationships and patters in the business and environment.Mental simulation--the ability to anticipate how others will respond to what you do and to predict reactions.How do you take this step? Key here will be securing developmental assignments and/or positions that expose the leader to cross-functional projects and positions of greater responsibility. Advanced educational opportunities like the senior service college, Senior Enterprise Talent Management programs, and others can contribute to developing your skill set. 
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Bricklayer to Architect

At the enterprise level, you now become responsible for designing the 
architecture of your organization—its strategy, structure, and processes. 

Enterprise leaders are:

 Effective organizational architects

 Practice systems thinking

 Avoiding simple linear cause and effect reasoning

How do you take this step? 
Leaders are advised to consider formal education programs or courses that 
teach organizational change for example to be better prepared for this shift.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bricklayer to Architect: As you move up to the enterprise level, you now become responsible for designing the architecture of your organization—its strategy, structure, and processes. To be an effective organizational architect, enterprise leaders need to practice systems thinking by avoiding simple linear cause and effect reasoning.  The Army Organizational Life Cycle Model (AOLCM) is a good example that depicts the linkage of systems for acquiring, developing, employing and then retiring resources—a system composed of systems within a system.In addition, enterprise leaders need to know the principles of managing and leading organizational change, including the mechanics of organizational design, business process improvement, and developing strategy.How do you take this step? Few leaders rising to the enterprise level get formal training in these disciplines, thus leaving most ill equipped to be the architects of their organizations. Leaders are advised to consider formal education programs or courses that teach organizational change for example to be better prepared for this shift.
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Tactician To Strategist, Leadership in Action

Mental 
Stimulation

Level 
Shifting

Strategic 
Focus

Pattern 
Recognition

Leadership 
in Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Level shifting--the ability to move fluidly amongst levels of analysis to know when to focus on details and when to focus on the big picture and how they relateStrategic focus—the ability to understand how your current position or department’s mission is nested with higher headquarters and strategic-level goals.Pattern recognition--the ability to discern important relationships and patters in the business and environment.Mental simulation--the ability to anticipate how others will respond to what you do and to predict reactions.
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Warrior to Diplomat

Enterprise leaders become diplomats for the enterprise by:

 Shaping the environment to support strategic objectives. 

 Finding ways to align interests

 Understanding how decisions are made in different kinds of organizations

 Developing effective strategies for influencing others

Key Skills: negotiation, persuasion, conflict management, building coalitions 

How you take this step? 
Understand these skills and competencies, lay out a development plan 
through formal education, take developmental assignments and positions of 
increasing responsibility throughout your career!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Warrior to Diplomat: As an enterprise leader, you now must also face the challenge of being a diplomat for the enterprise. This involves using the tools of diplomacy, such as negotiation, persuasion, conflict management, and building coalitions to shape the environment to support their strategic objectives. Enterprise leaders find ways that interests can or do align, understand how decisions are made in different kinds of organizations, and develop effective strategies for influencing others.How you take this step? By first understanding these skills and competencies, the aspiring enterprise leader can begin to lay out a development plan through formal education, developmental assignments, and positions of increasing responsibility throughout his or her career.
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Problem Solver to Agenda Setter

Many managers are promoted to senior levels on the strength 
of their ability to fix problems and get results. When they 
become enterprise leaders, however, they must focus less on 
solving problems and more on defining which problems the 
organization should be tackling. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem Solver to Agenda Setter: Many managers are promoted to senior levels on the strength of their ability to fix problems and get results. When they become enterprise leaders, however, they must focus less on solving problems and more on defining which problems the organization should be tackling.How you take this step? The skills honed as a functional leader are not enough. The skills required as an agenda setter requires the leader to be able to navigate a far more uncertain and ambiguous operating environment than used to. The leader needs to be able to help frame the environment, frame the problem, and frame the broad operational approach.
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Cast Member to Lead Role

Enterprise leaders serve as a role model by:

 Defining a compelling vision and sharing it in an inspiring way 

 Leading by examples of intelligent risk-taking and critical thinking 

 Promoting a culture that encourages and rewards creativity & innovation

How you take this step? 

 Increase awareness and impact that leaders have as role models

 Seek a mentor who is a role model

 Participate in Strategic Planning sessions setting organizational visions

 Observe and emulate the “right” behaviors and attitudes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cast Member to Lead Role: Becoming an enterprise leader means moving to center stage under the bright lights. You serve as a role model by defining a compelling vision and sharing it in an inspiring way. Your leadership shall promote a culture that encourages and rewards creativity, innovation, intelligent risk-taking and critical thinking throughout the Enterprise.How you take this step? This shift requires a greater awareness of and impact enterprise leaders have as role models. Your influence is greatly magnified. Everyone looks to the leader for vision, inspiration, and cues about the “right” behaviors and attitudes. You are on “stage” every day. Everyone is watching.
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How Do We Develop and Grow Leaders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How Do We Develop and Grow Leaders The following section outlines the core skills we are trying to grow as an enterprise leader and thinker. A leader “who can reach across organizational boundaries, unify the efforts of multiple agencies, and drive them to achieve results.”Learning: Acquiring new knowledge, enhancing awareness, watching others inside and outside of government.Broader perspective--being able to see the big pictureKnow the right questions to askKnow when to ask probing questionsOpen-minded and flexible in thought and tacticsBe a good listenerPractice intellectual humilityStrategizing: Developing plans, creating new products/services, establishing alliances, leveraging technology.See the big picture—identify and understand missions, structures, budgets, and bureaucratic process of all relevant enterprise actors.Understand the implications of an operating environment that is unknown, unknowable, and constantly changingChallenge current processes, practices and strategyConceptualize complexity--be able to deal with complexityUnearth alternative approaches, solutions or methodsClear and effective communication--negotiation capacityEngage the relevant network of actors relevant to the problemPerforming: Leading the charge, empowering others, innovating everywhere.Honesty and full of integrityBuilding TrustNetworking and managing relationshipsInitiate innovative ideasValue-added technical or business skillsResilient, resourceful, optimistic and energeticIntuitive decision making with limited informationServe as a champion for the core elements of the organization and Army cultureForecasting: Forecasting the future.Think horizontally and simultaneouslyIntegrate concepts, however disparate Apply lateral thinking to different situationsAwareness of entrepreneurial context
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Enterprise Leader’s Mindset

The six enablers and 
senses of the enterprise 
leader’s mindset
Illustrations how these 
enablers and senses 
work together to build a 
more resilient sense of 
self, which enterprise 
leaders view as the most 
critical component of 
the enterprise leader’s 
mindset. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The six enablers and senses of the enterprise leader’s mindsetIllustrations how these enablers and senses work together to build a more resilient sense of self, which enterprise leaders view as the most critical component of the enterprise leader’s mindset. 
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Ladder of Inference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we need an Enterprise Perspective in the Army?How does an Enterprise Perspective influence meanings, assumptions, conclusions, beliefs and Actions!
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Enterprise Perspectives
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Leadership Requirements Model
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Leader Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You learn to become an enterprise leader and thinker by developing your competencies in the following areas: Strategizing—understanding the bigger picture.Thinking big and broadly. Seeing possibilities beyond the presentKnowing the right questions to ask.Being open minded and flexibleChallenging current process (and have a solution)Be able to deal with complexityBe able to communicate and negotiatePerforming—leading the charge; be honest, ethical and a leader of integrityEmpower and build trustBe able to forecast. Reading the environment of today and anticipating the environment of tomorrowZoom-in, Zoom-out: looking beyond the picture you see from where you standTaking into account Dubik’s principles on becoming a strategic leader. 
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